
Packing Information & Travel Tips
Packing Tips

●Each student must be able to carry his or her own luggage.
●Don’t over pack! A common mistake is to take too many clothes or unnecessary toiletries.
●Use zip top plastic bags to hold shampoos and other toiletries that could leak. Extras are

handy for wet clothing or swimwear.

Recommended Items for Personal Item Bag
●Hand Sanitizer
●Glasses and sunglasses
●Spending money, wallet
●Coat/jacket, rain jacket or poncho  (please check the weather forecast before your departure)
●Magazines, books
●Hats and mittens for night time touring if traveling in early spring or late fall.
●Watch
●Comfortable walking shoes in bag or on your feet
●Snacks (no dairy or liquids)
●Empty water bottle to fill
●Electronics, phone, charger
●Medicines and copies of any prescriptions (given to teacher w/specific instructions)
●Additional items needed for touring as determined by your Tour Leader.

Recommended Items:
One outfit per day and one extra outfit that follows dress code per school regulations. Extra day’s
worth of clothes may be handy in case of bad weather, spillage, etc.
●The usual items (underwear, jeans or pants, socks, shirts, belts, short, and long sleeve shirts).

Check the forecast and pack layers accordingly.
●Pajamas
●Hygiene items, including shampoo, soap, deodorant, cosmetics, comb or brush, toothbrush,

and toothpaste. Follow packing requirements for liquids.
●Optional dress-up clothes for theater, wreath laying ceremony, or other events (if applicable)
●Extra contacts and solution
●Sunscreen
●Extra pair of comfortable walking shoes



Packing Information & Travel Tips
Luggage Information: 1 Carry-On Bag & 1 Personal Item

Most airline policies restrict baggage to one piece of carry-on luggage with size restrictions and
one personal item with size restrictions that must be carried onto the airplane. The exception is
Southwest Airlines, which allows travelers to check a maximum of two bags free of charge.
NationsClassroom accepts no responsibility for additional fees and discourages you from
traveling with items that exceed carry-on limits. As restrictions vary by airline, please check your
carrier’s Website for more details.

Carry-on bag- Your carry-on bag should not exceed 22 x 14 x 9 inches / 23 x 36 x 56
centimeters (including handles and wheels). Also remember that you may not be able to access
this bag during the flight, so pack anything you may need during the flight in your personal item
bag, such as electronics, reading materials, or light snacks.

Personal item bag - Your personal item bag must be smaller than your carry-on baggage, such
as a backpack or messenger bag, and it must be able to fit under the seat in front of you on the
airplane. If your items don’t fit in the overhead bin or under the seat, they may need to be
checked and a fee may apply.

Liquids rules - Each passenger is allowed to bring one quart-sized, transparent zip-top plastic
bag of liquids, aerosols, gels, creams, and pastes in a carry-on bag and through the security
checkpoint. These are limited to travel-sized containers that are 3.4 ounces (100 milliliters) or
less per item. No water bottles, juices, or other beverages may be taken through security;
however, you may bring an empty water bottle with you to fill after you pass through security.
Your zip-top bag should be accessible so it can be removed from your luggage during airport
security screening if requested.

Lanyard, Wrist Bracelets and Luggage Tags

Prior to travel, NationsClassroom will provide one bracelet, one lanyard and two luggage tags
per traveler. After being filled out, these tags may be collected by your Tour Leader until the
final roll call prior to departure at which time bracelets should be worn and luggage tags put
onto baggage.

Additionally, many travelers find it helpful to attach a unique ribbon or tag to baggage in order
to avoid confusion between bags of similar appearance.


